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Russian Banana Fingerling Potatoes- This is the most well
known of all of the fingerling varieties. This variety sports
a skin that is tan colored, waxy and smooth. This beloved
potato has a fluffy yellowish flesh with a nutty/buttery
flavor.

Ruby Crescent Fingerling Potatoes-This beloved variety
offers a slightly more knobby look than the Russian Banana.
Its pinkish/tan skin conceals a firm, waxy yellowish flesh.

French Fingerling Potatoes- More round than many
fingerlings, this variety’s smooth and shiny pink/red skin
covers a drier, fluffier yellow flesh with streaks of reddish
pink. It offers a creamy texture and slightly nutty flavor.

Red Thumb Fingerling Potatoes- The skin of this smooth,
brightly colored pink/red fingerling conceals a fluffy,
yellowish flesh with pink undertones. A fine tasting
member of our family of products.
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Purple Fingerling Potatoes-An heirloom variety native to
the Andes, this knobby skinned beauty has a dry and waxy
texture and a nutty earthy flavor. It has a very “earthy”
flavor and its purple flesh retains its color even after
cooking.

Rockey Rose Fingerling Potatoes-This wonderful new
fingerling is a proprietary variety available only through
Specialty Potato Alliance. Its smooth pinkish skin and fluffy
yellow flesh make this little beauty one of our best selling
varieties.

Red Rebel Fingerling Potatoes- Another proprietary
fingerling potato variety available only through SPA. A wine
colored skin gives way to a pale yellow flesh with mottled
pink/red streaks. Its’ flesh is fluffy and its flavor is slightly
nutty.

S.P.A. Mixed Fingerling Potatoes-SPA offers numerous
assortments of our fine fingerling potatoes. All combined
for a colorful and tasty addition to any meal or menu.

